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 Objection

Comments Firstly why has this been submitted once again with minimal changes. This is by far from needed in
this area, we already have masses of noise pollution in our area let alone this! Myself and a fair few of
my neighbours have young children being brought up in the area I'd rather not have them breathing in
potential air pollution close by. Bad enough with the area being over populated as it is and yet
thousands of more cheaply built terrible houses being built close by not only that but has any
consideration been taken in at all regarding the traffic chaos this is going to cause?!! I am by far the
last person to object any business expansion in our local area as I run a local business myself and also
come across things like this but there has to be a better location for this than a very small village that
does not need turning into a constant noise and air polluted village that no one will want to live in for
much longer. We have a world crisis regarding eco friendly rubbish pushing electric cars etc left right
and centre and yet this is actually being proposed?! Local government must be completely mad to
even consider this application! I and many others 100% object this idea, if I wanted to live in a place
like this I would of brought a house in the middle of a mass polluted industrial estate. Maybe the
people planning this should think more closely of there own children and grand children about the
effects this would have on there local area, take it somewhere away from houses not within a mile
from them.
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